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1

[IMAGE] Which New York City landmark is a prime example of Art Deco architecture?

2

[IMAGE] What seven‐letter word has been redacted from this image?

3

[IMAGE] In common with a type of haircut, what term describes a dress with a short hemline at
front but long at the back?

4

[IMAGE] Which Australian cook and author (b. 1924) is pictured here?

5

[IMAGE] Which famous writer did Danny Kaye portray in a 1952 biopic?

6

[IMAGE] In which country are the palace and gardens of Schönbrunn?

7

[IMAGE] Which American President is honoured by this memorial?

8

[IMAGE] Which fictional character is pictured here?

9

[IMAGE] Which country singer (b. 1967) is pictured here?

10 [IMAGE] Which Australian businessman (1944‐2005) is pictured here?
11 What is the largest town and main administrative centre on Phillip Island?
12 Captain Cook's Cottage is located in which garden complex?
13 Which morning daily newspaper was published in Melbourne between 1846 and 1957?
Which nine‐letter word refers to both a football show broadcast on NITV, and an indigenous
14 recreational pastime which is believed to have influenced the early development of Australian
Rules football?
The Western Bulldogs won the 2017 AFL premiership despite finishing the home and away
15
rounds in which ladder position?
16 Who or what does a philogynist like or admire?
17 According to a 1974 Barry Manilow hit, who “came and gave…without taking?”
18 What, according to the proverb, is always twenty‐twenty?
Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie I is considered to be the reincarnation of Christ by which
religious / cultural movement?
Faith, Hope, Charity, Fortitude, Justice, Prudence and Temperance are collectively known as the
20
Seven what?
19

21 How many Tour de France wins did Lance Armstrong have taken away from him?
22 In an Olympic medley race, which swimming stroke is usually the slowest?
23 In Roman numerals, what is DCCCXC + CMXLIX?
24 In which decade was Yoko Ono born?
25 In which modern day‐US State did the Salem Witch Trials of 1692 take place?
26 Jimmy Smits and Dennis Franz co‐starred in which US TV series?
27 Kenneth Lay and Jeffrey Skilling are former employees of which US corporation?
28 Lever, rabbit and twist are varieties of which device?
29 Montevideo is located at the mouth of which river?
30 On which river does the Hoover Dam stand?
31 Russian Valentina Tereshkova become the first woman to travel in space in which decade?
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32 Sana'a is the capital city of which country?
33

Similar to egg nog, which traditional Dutch alcoholic beverage is a mixture of brandy, egg yolks &
vanilla?

34 The HBO series 'Boardwalk Empire' was set in the 1920s in which US city?
The Khaled Hosseini novels 'The Kite Runner' and 'A Thousand Splendid Suns' are primarily set in
which Asian country?
The last line of which 1933 film is: "Oh no, it wasn’t the airplanes. It was Beauty killed the
36
Beast"?
35

37 The stylised rabbit featured in the famous Playboy logo wears which specific item of clothing?
38

The TV shows 'Glee' and 'Freaks and Geeks' are both set at high schools named after which ill‐
fated U.S. president?

39 The Vedas are sacred texts in what religion?
40

The Winter War [1939 ‐ 1940] was a military conflict between the Soviet Union and which other
country?

41 There are two sub‐orders of whale, toothed and which other?
42 What is the common name of the marine creatures which belong to the genus hippocampus?
43 What was the pre‐1998 name of the Indian city now known as Mumbai?
44 Which 2003 movie's subtitle was 'Rise of the Machines'?
45 Which Australian singer/songwriter has a backing group called the Bad Seeds?
46 Which Austrian composer (1732‐1809) is recognised as the 'Father of the Symphony'?
47 Which continent lies in the northern, southern, eastern and western Hemispheres?
48 Which corpulent, orchid‐loving private eye was created by Rex Stout?
49 Which creature is most likely to make a sibilant noise?
50 Which German Admiral offered his country's unconditional surrender on the 7th May 1945?
Which individual (b. 1941) has been awarded a Nobel Prize in Literature, a Pulitzer Prize, the
51 Presidential Medal of Freedom, the Légion d'Honneur, as well as one (or more) Grammies,
Oscars and Golden Globe?
52 Which movie was released in France under the title 'La Guerre des Etoiles'?
53 Which NFL team lost four consecutive Superbowls from 1990‐1993?
54 Which rapper has had 14 Number One albums on the Billboard charts, a record for a solo artist?
55 Which substance has the chemical formula KNO3?
56

Which three grandchildren are named‐checked in The Beatles' 1967 hit 'When I'm Sixty‐Four'?
All three required!

57 Who became the first female Irish president in 1990?
58 Who directed the 1973 film 'American Graffiti'?
59 Who wrote the 1895 poem 'If‐'?
60 In 1755 who definied a lexicographer as a "harmless drudge"?
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